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Color Assessment Cabinet

T

he cabinets supplied the supply of some different lights and are controlle by a microprocessor LCD Screen that shows each
Lighting usage Time. Each Button controls the individual set of Lights. The CLR Clear button allows the resetting of the
Lighting Usage Time to ZERO when new lights are replaced. The ON/OFF Switch button must be switched off during long
hours more than 3 to 4 hours of non-operation. This is to reduce the possibility of heat-up as well as to increase life span of
the electronic ballast, All Lights can be switched on at the same time as according to the user needs The optional Diffused
Glass Panel below the lights ensures the elimination of direct reflection of lights to viewing products, There is no Warm-Up
time/Flickering of Lights when there is a constant electrical supply. All electrical components used are of low power consumption
and heat generation for energy efficiency in.
The international approved Light Gray Non-Reflective Surface ensures that no light is being reflected from the surface
during color matching, So, what you see of your products in our Biuged Color Assessment Cabinets will be as natural as what
you view them under the natural color matching conditions. The Non-Reflective Surface has certain degree of roughness not
only acts as light absorption when light are illuminated, but it is also scratched-resistance, Many Color-Matching Cabinets do not
have this dual ability.
All Biuged Color Assessment Cabinets conform to ISO 3668, ISO 13076

ASTM D 1729
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Optional accessories BGD 277---45 Normative Stand has accurate angles and has the same color as the Color
Assessment Cabinet/this makes a non-interference viewing effect).
Notice Biuged instruments also offer some special size Dimensions 1310x600x800 mm
color assessment cabinets according to customer's different demand.
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